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What's the secret to becoming a millionaire?  In The Automatic Millionaire, David Bach shares that

secret.  The Automatic Millionaire starts with the powerful story of an average American couple --

he's a low-level manager, she's a beautician -- whose joint income never exceeds $55,000 a year,

who somehow manage to own two homes debt-free, put two kids through college, and retire at

fifty-five with more than $1 Million in savings. Through their story you'll learn the surprising fact that

you cannot get rich with a budget! You must have a plan to pay yourself first that is totally automatic,

a plan that will automatically secure your future and pay for your present.  What Makes The

Automatic Millionaire Unique:  &#149; You don't need to make a lot of money &#149; You don't

need a budget &#149; You don't need willpower &#149; You don't need to be that interested in

money &#149; You can set up the plan in an hour  This one little audiobook has the power to secure

your financial future. Do it once -- the rest is automatic!
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Given that there are probably thousands of self-help style financial books on the market, the trick is

to appeal as simply and quickly as possible to the reader who needs and wants some solid

instruction on making wise decisions with one's income. This is that book. Surprisingly simple and

tremendously encouraging, this volume includes several basic financial maneuvers that can be

accomplished in very little time at all, and will pay big dividends in the future. Best for those at the

start of their wage-earning years, but helpful for anyone ready to begin making the smartest choices

with their money.



Great reference for teaching! Can't wait to use this book in my career!

Very informative book. One of the best book I've read in this genre. It is a short read. Provides very

clear information and you have a better idea as to what you can do to make your life easier...

automate everything!

This is a good book. It is more for beginners that are not familiar with automated investing/dollar

cost averaging. It does provide a good plan to get people started. The pay yourself first principle is

relatively basic but the automation piece detailed in this book is a good tool to help get people

started on the right path. Low cost index funds are also a good way to diversify and passively invest.

Overall this book is a good place for someone looking to start investing for their future.

Given the state of the Social Security system combined with 73 million baby boomers stepping into

retirement, this manual couldn't have come at a better time.David Bach has taken basic, proven

investment and savings techniques, bound them together in one easy-to-read manual, and

produced a book of financial truths and techniques for everyone.The power of systematic investing

is well-documented and proven; Bach calls it the "latte factor": the systematic investment of small

amounts of money over time. His spin is to automate your highest financial priorities. If retirement is

your top priority, for example, automate that choice by having funds invested into 401k's, IRA's, and

other plans faithfully, without having to make a recurring, monthly decision. Human nature is such

that if I have to repeatedly make a decision to set aside funds for a long-term goal, in the face of

short term pressures and priorities, the long-term goal will eventually lose out. He is right.As a

"younger" boomer in his late forties, I take comfort in Bach's strategies; there is still time for them to

work in my life. I have already executed many of them.Warning: If you are already 60+, you might

not have enough time before retirement to fully harvest the seeds Bach recommends planting. Seek

other remedies to meet your retirement goals.

This Book has changed my Life in just one week, this book is so easy to comprehend and it brings

everything to the forefront. This is a MUST READ!!! Trust me and do yourself a favor and purchase

it, you will not regret it

Easy read. Very informative.



This is an easy read and great financial guide. Very practical even now, because this book was

written years ago. I'm on my way!
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